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MARKET COMMENTARY

Global markets got off to a solid start in 2019 as sentiment improved following comments from the US Federal Reserve around being conservative with further interest 
rate increases as well as positive corporate earnings announcements and economic data coming out of the world’s largest economy. As largely expected, the Fed left 
interest rates unchanged at its first meeting of the year and promised to be patient with any further rate increases going forward. Comments from Fed Chair Jerome 
Powell also appeared to indicate that the rundown in its balance sheet following years of quantitative easing may slow. Towards the end of January, US President Donald 
Trump announced a deal to reopen the government following a partial shutdown (for 35 days) which had dented investor confidence. This was despite the president not 
getting approval from Congress for the $5.7 billion he had demanded for a border wall with neighbours Mexico. Elsewhere, most global equity markets ended January in 
positive territory despite concerns around Brexit, weaker demand from China and weak eurozone economic data weighing on sentiment slightly. 
The South African equity market had a positive start to the year, driven higher by risk on sentiment which supported most emerging markets. The rand rallied strongly 
during the month, supported by inflows into the local bond market from foreigners as well as dovish comments by the Fed. Stronger commodity prices proved supportive 
of resources companies and the big four banks posted decent gains in January. After a disappointing 2018, Naspers got off to a strong start to the year, as the share was 
up by +5.1% following Chinese regulators resuming approvals for new games from Tencent. 
President Cyril Ramaphosa and a South African delegation attended the World Economic Forum in Davos to promote the country as an investment destination. Comments 
from the president were generally well received by business leaders, particularly assurances around the independence of the South African Reserve Bank. Inflation 
moderated significantly in December, with CPI slowing to a year-on-year rate of 4.5%. The slowdown can be mainly attributed to a decrease in transport and food and non-
alcoholic beverage inflation. GDP growth trended higher in November, with retail sales surprising on the upside, however, growth is expected to be subdued in 2019 
despite a potential improvement from 2018.
The JSE All Share Index had a strong start to the year in line with growing global risk appetite, returning +2.8% for the month of January. The top performing shares 
amongst the largest 60 companies on the JSE in January were Anglo American Platinum (+18.6%), ABSA (+14.2%) and Resilient REIT (+13.4%). The worst performing 
shares in January were Shoprite (-14.0%), Mr Price (-9.4%) and Truworths International (-9.1%). Financials (+6.0%) was the standout sector for the month, followed 
by Resources (+3.3%) and Industrials (+0.9%).

Developed market equities had a strong start to the year, with U.S. equities leading the way after a disappointing end to 2018. The MSCI World Index (+7.8%) finished 
January higher, with most global equity markets contributing to the positive return. U.S. equities was the main contributor to performance in January, with both 
the NASDAQ 100 (+9.2%) and the S&P 500 (+8.0%) both rebounding strongly from a poor December. Most major equity markets ended January higher, with the 
UK’s FTSE 100 (+7.0%), Germany’s FSE DAX (+6.2%) and Japan’s Nikkei 225 (+4.6%) all delivering strong returns during the month. Emerging market equities 
benefitted from easing trade tensions between the U.S. and China and growing global risk appetite. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index (+8.8%) delivered a strong 
return during the month.

Listed property (+9.2%) rebounded strongly after a horrific 2018. The sector is offering an attractive starting yield after recent price declines, however, vacancies and 
oversupply remain a concern, particularly given the potential financial restructure of Edcon. Local bonds (+2.9%) had a strong start to the year, driven by foreigners 
returning to the local bond market as well as dovish comments from both the SARB and the US Federal Reserve. Cash delivered a stable return of +0.6% for the month.

The rand was stronger against most major currencies in January, supported by a weaker US dollar. The local currency appreciated against the US 
dollar (8.4%), euro (8.0%) and pound sterling (5.0%) during the month.

Oil (+15.0%) finished January sharply higher following news around production cuts by the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Platinum (+4.2%) 
and Gold (+3.5%) also finished the month higher.

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 31/01/2019. The performance of South African asset classes is quoted in rands and the performance of global asset classes is quoted in US dollars.
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